
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

Leather
Round leather string
Flat leather string

Tools

Scissors
Low-temp hot glue gun

Leather Sunglasses Case

Instructions

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut the leather of your choice according to the template.

3. Cut three 1” round leather strings and one 4”. Then cut one 4” flat leather   
 string.

4.   Glue the three 1” round leather strings together at one end.

5. Take the 4” round leather string and glue it to the three that are already glued  
 together, make sure all of your ends are even and that you are always gluing   
 in the same spot. Fold the 4” string over leaving a loop above and lining the   
 end up with the others and glue into place.

6. Glue one end of the flat 4” leather string just above the ends of the other   
 strings and on the loop.

7. Wrap the string around about three times moving down and gluing into   
 place, cut o� any excess string.

8. Tie the tassel onto the end of a foot long piece of the round leather string.

9. Lay the leather out flat, inside facing up. Make three holes according to the   
 template. Then thread the string with your tassel on it up and through the   
 hole in the left tab.

10.  Pull both tabs in and thread down through the other tab.

11.  Pull the bottom tab up and thread down through it, tie a knot at the end of   
 your string to secure it.

12.  Pull your string tight, then pull it down and wrap it around the glasses case   
 twice, then tuck the tassel under the wrapped string to hold it closed. 
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This printable template is brought to you by the team at www.LiaGriffith.com and is for 

Personal Use only. To edit a pdf first save it on your desktop, then open the pdf through 

Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader (free version). Print quality is dependent on your printer. 

For more DIY projects, Paper Craft, Home Decor ideas and inspiration visit our blog at 
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